
  



  

To make this hat you will need: 

Three hat pieces cut out of black or your choice of colour felt. 

Two feather pieces cut from your choice of colour felt. 

Embroidery thread your colour choice 

A Decorative button 

0ne strap cut from black or your choice of colour felt. 

One eye patch cut from black or your choice of colour felt 

One small press stud 

This pattern is being offered out freely for personal use for crafters to accessorize their creations.  

If you choose to sell your handmade items, as with my other patterns, please can you 

acknowledge Angela Waller at  and attach a link to patternparrot.co.uk with 

finished items.  

If you are planning to sell more than 15 pieces a year, please contact me for notification my 

email address is angela.patternparrot.co.uk.  

Thank you for your understanding and consideration. 

 designs patterns and accessories for handmade felt animals which are  

safety tested. Although safety joints and eyes are used in their making you are advised that it is  

.  Of course your creations can be enjoyed by children but it is suggested this is done 

through supervised play and its highly recommended that you perform regular checks to avoid 

potential hazards.  

To make this headband you will need: 

Seven different colours of embroidery thread 

Four small flowers cut from your choice of coloured felt 

Two large flowers cut from your choice of coloured felt 

Two small leaves and 1 large leaf cut from green felt 

Two feather pieces cut from green felt 

Three decorative buttons as flower centres 

A circle (about 9cm diameter) cut from stiff cardboard 

x3 

x4 x2 

x2 

x2 x1 

x2 

x1 

x1 



To start Lora’s headband you will need to make the colourful band first to attach your flowers to.  

I choose to use an old childhood method of making a friendship bracelet from embroidery thread 

for this. However you may choose to use material or felt to make a band.  

I will describe how to make the friendship bracelet here for you. 

1. Cut out a circle, roughly 9cm in diameter, and cut notches 

at the compass points. 8 in total as in the picture. You will 

also need to make a hole in the centre of your circle. 

2. Measure out 50cm lengths of 7 different colours of  

embroidery thread and tie with a knot at the end. 

3. Post the knotted end through the hole in the centre and 

capture the individual coloured strands into 7 of the notches. 

4. Now with the empty notch facing you move the third 

thread away from the empty notch out from its notch and in 

to the empty one. 

5. Turn your circle so the empty notch is facing you and 

repeat by moving the third thread over. 

6. Keep going occasionally tugging the knot from under-

neath until you have reached your desired length. 

7. Remove the threads from the circle. Knot at the end and 

trim away the excess.  

8. You can either join the circle with a knot or as I did wrap 

the two ends in a small piece of felt and sew them together. 

3rd thread 

Move it here 

To make the flowers you will need to create a curve in each of 

the top flower pieces. To do this simply pinch each petal at the 

centre and use overstitch to create a seam down each petals 

length to about half way as seen in the picture. 

Laying the pinched flower on top of a flat flower piece choose 

a centre button and join all three together. 

To attach the flowers sandwich the band between the flower 

and leaf. Sew through the leaf and band into the bottom 

layer of the flower being careful not to show your stiches in 

the top part of the flower. Sew until secure. 

After your flowers are attached you can then position the 

feathery leaves behind and sew into place. 



To start Loro’s pirate hat you will need to cut three 

large hat pieces first. These will need to be joined 

together using backstitch with a 5mm ( ¼ inch) 

seam allowance at the edges. 

Lay two pieces on top of each other and sew from the 

pointed crown to the notch on one side. Open up the 

pieces and then pin the open sides to each of the 

third pieces edges making a cone shape. Again join 

the sides from the crown to the notch on each side. 

Turn right sides out and shape the hats crown out 

ready to make the brim. 

Folding up the brim edges pin together at the three corners. 

Using your choice of colour embroidery thread and blanket 

stitch sew the two layers of felt together at these corners from 

the notch to the point and along for 3cm.  

At this part continue with your stitching around the edge of 

the brim until you reach the next corner where you again 

join the two layers of felt at 3cm from the point down to the 

notch. 

Secure your thread and back at the beginning of the corner 

and sew along the brim to the next corner and repeat. 

Instead of blanket stitch you may want to use ribbon or 

strips of felt/material to edge your brim. 

Join from crown 

to notch 

You can use the feather shapes flat or you can make the 

feathers curl. To make them curl fold in half length ways 

and use backstitch to create a 2mm seam for about ¾ of the 

way up the length of the feather.  

Group your feathers together and using a decorative button 

join them to your hat through the brim and crown. 

 

TIP: At the centre points of the other two hat sides join the 

brim to the crown with a couple of stitches. 

Join together for  3cm before separating 

to continue around the brim. 



What pirate is complete with out their own eye patch? 

To make Loro’s you will need one of the head strips and one patch piece. 

Loro’s eye patch is designed to be folded in half along the grey line marked on the pattern piece.  

1. Position the eye patch on the head strap over the eye keeping in mind that it will be folded in 

half along with the strap. Pin to the eye strap. 

2. Using overstitch sew along the edge of the strap where it meets the patch on both sides. 

3. with the patch attached you can now see where you can add some decoration on the patch. 

4. Fold the eye patch along its length and pin in place. 

5. Using blanket stitch and embroidery thread, join the edges of the eye patch and strap together. 

6. Finally, sew on a press stud to the ends of the strap. 

The strap is designed to be folded in half down its length.  

Wrap the strap around your parrots head with the overlap for the popper 

at the back. Pin the strap in place so you can position your eyepatch 

in the correct place. 

Sew using overstitch to 

attach to the strap 

Make sure your patch 

fold mark lines up with 

the centre of the strap 




